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A V-shaped cationic dye for nonlinear optical bioimagingw
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A symmetric cationic molecule with D-p-A+-p-D architecture

was synthesized with high two-photon absorption cross-section

(r2 E 1140 GM). Application as a marker in fluorescence

microscopy of living cells revealed its presence inside the

cell staining vesicular shape organelles in the cytoplasm.

Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy shows that it is also

able to penetrate within the nucleus.

Among the different avenues that are still challenging and

especially promising for future developments in two-photon

emission (TPE) of organic dyes are open-shell and charged

systems.1,2 Cationic and anionic units are exceptional acceptor

and donor groups. Cationic dyes are widely used as biomarkers

in linear optical imaging. Despite the low nonlinear optical

response of the commercially available cationic dyes, there are

also many examples of their successful application in TPE

microscopy.3–5 Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge,

only a handful of cationic systems have been targeted for

optimization of the nonlinear optical response together with

their application in microscopy of living cells. Examples of this

are the wide series of cationic styryl cyanine dyes.6,7 They were

reported to have quite low two-photon absorption cross-

section (s2 o 5 GM, 1 GM = 10�50 cm4 s) but they were

shown to be efficient staining agents of nucleic-acid-containing

organelles in the cytoplasm.6,7 A series of relatively simple

carbazole containing pyridinium dyes have been recently

shown to exhibit a very good contrast in staining mitochondria

due to their high s2 (up to 600 GM in acetonitrile).8 Charged,

water soluble bis(styrylbenzene) derivatives have been prepared

with s2 E 400 GM and an emission quantum yield of

0.2–0.4.9,10 Incubation of HeLa cells with these dyes resulted

in bright emission localized in the plasma membrane with

no observable internalization.9,10 Other families of cationic

molecules have been reported with very good s2 values but

have not been tested yet as staining agents for imaging of

in vivo cells. Examples of this are a series of (dimethoxyphenyl)-

ethynyl-methylpyridinium based molecules with a linear

(A+-p-A+) structure with s2 values of up to 3500 GM.11–13

The drawback is that the emission quantum yields of the best

performing systems are relatively low (o0.1),12 and their

solubility in water is limited. Cationic triphenylamine based

molecules have been recently reported to have both high

emission quantum yields (0.70 in methanol) and high two-

photon absorption cross-section (4150 GM).14 The water

solubility issue could be circumvented to some extent by the

use of surfactants, with substantial decrease of TPE.

We have synthesized two cationic molecules with a general

D-p-A+-p-D structure, where A stands for the quinolizinium

cation acceptor group and D stands either for dimethyl aniline

or methoxyphenyl donor groups. Here we want to report on

the evaluation of the application of the best performing system

as a label for in vivo nonlinear optical microscopy. The two

synthesized cationic V-shaped molecules (E,E)-2,8-bis(4-

methoxyphenylvinyl)quinolizinium and (E,E)-2,8-bis(4-N,N-

dimethylaminophenylvinyl)quinolizinium hexafluorophosphate,

hereby denoted as V-MOP2 and V-DMA2, were obtained in

very high yield from 2,8-dimethylquinolizinium bromide

by a double Knoevenagel condensation, as illustrated in

Scheme 115 (details of the synthesis are provided in S2–S4, ESIw).
The photophysics of V-MOP2 and V-DMA2 have been

characterized in methanol. A summary of the results is given

in Table 1. The linear absorption and emission spectra are

shown in Fig. 1. V-MOP2 and V-DMA2 are green and red

emitters, respectively, with two-photon absorption cross-

section maxima at 760 and 880 nm, well within the bandwidth

of the Ti:Sapphire laser (the most common pulsed laser

used in multiphoton fluorescence microscopy). A blueshift of

Scheme 1 Synthesis of (E,E)-2,8-bis(4-methoxyphenylvinyl)-quino-

lizinium (V-MOP2) and (E,E)-2,8-bis(4-N,N-dimethylaminophenyl-

vinyl)quinolizinium hexafluorophosphate (V-DMA2).
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100–160 nm is observed in the two-photon absorption maximum

of both compounds with respect to the linear absorption

maximum. Blueshifted two-photon absorption maxima are

usually associated with centrosymmetric molecules.11 Due to

the ungerade nature of the transition dipole moment, the one-

and two-photon allowed transitions must involve states of

different symmetry in molecules with an inversion center. The

molecules in this study are not centrosymmetric, and formation

of centrosymmetric dimers can be discarded as a possible

origin for this blueshift based on the linear dependence of

the TPE intensity on the concentration (S6, ESIw). The

observed blueshift indicates that the nonlinear transition has

a predominant contribution from a high energy excited state

different from the one involved in the dominant linear absorption

band. Similar observations in molecules belonging to the same

symmetry group of V-MOP2 and V-DMA2 (C2n) have been

recently assigned to quantum interference between transition

paths with different characters.16 In addition, it has been

shown that for these types of molecules the symmetry of the

excited states can intrinsically affect the probability of the two-

photon absorption transition due to the relative orientation of

the permanent dipole moment and the transition dipole

moment.16

The maximum s2 value was measured to be 1140 GM for

V-MOP2 and 341 GM for V-DMA2. The quadratic nature of

the process was confirmed by measuring the power dependence

of the emission. It is interesting to note that despite dimethyl-

aniline being a stronger electron donor substituent than

methoxyphenyl the s2 value, which is usually connected with

the charge transfer nature of the electronic transition, is much

larger for V-MOP2 than for V-DMA2. This observation

suggests that in a simplified description of the two-photon

transition probability based on a dipolar and a three-state

term,1,16 there is a dominant contribution of the latter. In

addition, V-DMA2 has a fluorescence quantum yield almost

two orders of magnitude lower than V-MOP2. Conversely,

V-MOP2 has an effective nonlinear brightness (s2f E 250 GM,

also known as two-photon action cross-section) much higher

than that of commercially available dyes.18

The good nonlinear response of V-MOP2 prompted us to

evaluate its performance as an in vivo cell staining agent for

multiphoton fluorescence microscopy (experimental details are

given in S3, ESIw). Solubility of both V-MOP2 and V-DMA2

in water is poor.19 Nevertheless, a good compromise between

hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity is achieved with the

hexafluorophosphate counterion allowing V-MOP2 to successfully

permeate the living cell membrane. Even though the staining

protocol was not exhaustively optimized, it was possible at

reduced concentrations (2 mM) and relatively short incubation

times (30 min) to obtain a higher degree of selectivity of the

dye towards the cytoplasm. Fig. 2a shows an image of HEK

cells prepared under these staining conditions excited at

476 nm where the contrast is given by the intensity of the

emission collected in the 500–600 nm range. The intensity plots

along the yellow and violet line in Fig. 2a show that V-MOP2

distributes mostly in the cytoplasmic compartment giving a

contrast of about one order of magnitude between the cytoplasm

and the nucleus. Within the cytoplasm, the V-MOP2 molecule,

which is positively charged, appears to accumulate in vesicular

cell organelles that are mostly mitochondria. Similar staining

patterns are observed with other positively charged dyes like

Rhodamine 123 and styryl dyes with spermine like linkage.7,20

Fig. 2b shows colocalization images obtained by

simultaneously staining the HEK cells with a plasma membrane

selective dye (AF594WGA, in red) and with V-MOP2

(in green). For V-MOP2 a concentration twice that used to obtain

the data in Fig. 2a was used, maintaining the incubation time.

Table 1 Photophysical properties of V-MOP2 and V-DMA2 in
methanol solutiona

Compound V-MOP2 V-DMA2

labs/nm OP 432 518
labs/nm TP 760 880
lem/nm OP 546 650
s2/GMb 1144 341
f 0.22 0.003

a OP and TP stand for one-photon and two-photon maxima,

respectively. b Determined by two-photon stimulated emission using

an aqueous solution of fluorescein at pH 11 as a standard.17 Details of

the experimental setup are provided in S3 (ESIw).

Fig. 1 V-MOP2 and V-DMA2 absorption and emission spectra in

methanol (full line) in arbitrary intensity units shown in comparison

with two-photon absorption spectra (line plus circles). Spectra were

taken in methanol solutions (see S5 for detailed information, ESIw).

Fig. 2 Fluorescence intensity image of HEK cells (a) stained with

V-MOP2 at a final concentration of 2 mM. Fluorescence emission

excited at 476 nm was collected at 500–600 nm; and (b) colocalization

experiments with AF594WGA (in red) and V-MOP2 (in green)

showing that for a concentration of V-MOP2 of 4 mM the dye is able

to distribute all over the cell. AF594WGA was excited at 514 nm and

emission collected at 580–700 nm (lower left panel). V-MOP2 was

excited at 740 nm with collection of emission through a 610–675 nm

bandpass filter (lower central panel). The top panel and the lower right

panel are overlays of these two excitation schemes. In (a) the emission

intensity profiles along the yellow and violet lines are shown.
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These staining conditions lead to penetration of the dye in the

nucleus. Nevertheless, fluorescence intensity imaging alone

does not allow for discrimination of the cell compartments.

Lifetime imaging, on the other hand, shows a good contrast

between the cytoplasm, the nuclear membrane and the

nucleus. Fig. 3 compares fluorescence intensity (left panel)

and lifetime (right panel) images collected under two-photon

excitation at 760 nm of HEK cells stained with V-MOP2. The

w2 image and w2 distribution can be found in the central panel

of Fig. 3. Its distribution around 1.0 shows that the lifetime

image is not biased by possible inaccuracies of the fitting

procedure. In the lifetime image, the longer lifetimes (B1.5 ns)

are shown in blue and belong to the V-MOP2 inside the

nucleus, while the shorter lifetimes (B0.7 ns) appear in orange

and correspond to V-MOP2 accumulated in the cytoplasmic

organelles. A frontier green region with intermediate lifetimes

is also observed and assigned to the nuclear membrane.

Similarly to positively charged styryl dyes and the recently

reported carbazole-based dicationic salt,6,7,21 V-MOP2 was

found to interact with DNA. The quinolizinium derivative

has a reduced fluorescence in tris-HCl buffer at pH= 8 mostly

due to formation of nonfluorescent aggregates. Interaction

with DNA leads to a marked increase of its fluorescence

(Fig. 4). The increased fluorescence intensity in the presence

of DNA, together with the longer lifetimes observed in the

nucleus point to a less effective deactivation of the excitation

energy via nonradiative relaxation pathways when the

quinolizinium derivative interacts with the DNA. This could

result from a restricted torsional freedom of the olefinic

bridge in the excited state imposed by the interaction of the

quinolizinium cation with the anionic phosphodiester of the

DNA macromolecule. This electrostatic attraction to the

anionic phosphodiester groups along the DNA backbone is

possible, but it is generally assumed to be weak under physio-

logical conditions.22 Thus, the details of the light-switch

mechanism connected with DNA interaction are not yet

understood.

In summary, we have synthesized a cationic V-shaped

molecule with high two-photon absorption cross-section and

good nonlinearly excited brightness. Its performance as a label

for in vivo imaging was tested in HEK cells giving very

encouraging results.
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Fig. 3 Intensity image (left panel), w2 image and w2 distribution

(central panels) and average lifetime image and distribution (right

panels). Lifetime and w2 data were obtained from fitting the fluorescence

decay to a double exponential.

Fig. 4 Effect of DNA interaction on the fluorescence intensity of

V-MOP2 in 0.05 M Tris-HCl buffer at pH 8.0. Details of sample

preparation are provided in S6 (ESIw).
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